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**SUMMARY**  A city-level digital twin is a critical enabling technology to construct a smart city that helps improve citizens’ living conditions and quality of life. Currently, research and development regarding the digital replica city are pursued worldwide. However, many research projects only focus on creating the 3D city model. A mechanism to involve key players, such as data providers, service providers, and application developers, is essential for constructing the digital replica city and producing various city applications. Based on this motivation, the authors of this paper are pursuing a research project, namely Decentralized Digital Twin EcoSystem (D2EcoSys), to create an ecosystem to advance (and self-grow) the digital replica city regarding time and space directions, city services, and values. This paper introduces an overview of the D2EcoSys project: vision, problem statement, and approach. In addition, the paper discusses the recent research results regarding networking technologies and demonstrates an early testbed built in the Kashiwa-no-ha smart city.
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1. Introduction

A city-level digital twin is a critical enabling technology to construct a smart city that helps improve citizens’ living conditions and quality of life. The article [1] introduces that a digital twin-based smart city will become a new starting point for smart cities’ construction and produce enormous innovations to enable cities to be more innovative.

A digital twin is a technology that offers the creation of a very accurate digital model from the physical world. We can use simulation with the digital model to accurately understand the product’s behavior and performance [2]. A seamless connection and real-time data exchange are essential to synchronize physical and virtual space: “twinning” of the digital to the physical [3].

The city-level digital twin aims to create a digital replica city [4]. The digital replica city includes geometry information of the city landscape, social infrastructure, and city activities. In addition, the city’s information must be represented using standard information models, such as geographic information (CityGML) and the building information model (BMI). As described the city by the information model, the digital replica city can be used for various city applications, such as future city planning, traffic simulation, disaster simulation, and wireless network simulation.

Currently, research and development regarding the digital replica city are pursued worldwide. The first country-scale digital twin is known as Singapore’s digital twin. The Singapore technology company, VIZZIO, creates a 3D city model of the entire Singapore using satellite photos and machine learning techniques [5]. In Japan, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT) is also pursuing the PLATEAU project to create a country-scale 3D city model of Japan and publish the data as open data [6].

However, the projects only focus on creating the 3D city model and lack a mechanism to involve various key players, such as data providers, service providers, and application developers. The mechanism is essential for constructing the digital replica city and producing various city applications. In other words, creating an ecosystem is mandatory to advance (and self-grow) the digital replica city regarding time and space directions, city services, and values.

Based on this motivation, the authors of this paper are pursuing a research project, namely Decentralized Digital Twin EcoSystem (D2EcoSys) [7]–[9]. The project aims to realize the ecosystem of co-creation digital twins with city dwellers using promising network technologies, such as a millimeter wireless mesh network, decentralized networking, cloud-native technology, and blockchain. The project is supported by the National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT)’s Beyond 5G&D Promotion Project, grant number 05601.

This paper introduces an overview of the D2EcoSys project: vision, problem statement, and approach. In addition, the paper discusses the recent research results regarding networking technologies and demonstrates an early testbed built in the Kashiwa-no-ha smart city.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the overview of D2EcoSys project, including the project’s vision, problem statement, requirements, and approach. Sections 3, 4, and 5 demonstrate our recent research...
efforts regarding the D2EcoSys project. Section 3 shows ICN-based service mesh for autonomous network and service creation. Section 4 represents a name-based efficient content discovery for IPFS to achieve low latency and flexible content search. Section 4 demonstrates three testbed environments of our project:

✓ A 60 GHz millimeter wireless mesh network testbed.
✓ An ICN-based wireless sensor network testbed.
✓ A self-standing smart pole for creating a wireless drone mesh network testbed.

Finally, Sect. 5 gives the conclusion and future work.

2. D2EcoSys Project

2.1 Our Vision

As described in the Introduction, the ultimate goal of the D2EcoSys project is to create the ecosystem of a co-creation digital twin city with dwellers at the Kashiwa-no-ha smart city. The mission of Kashiwa-no-ha smart city is to make a global vision a reality and involve critical players from diverse fields to shape and share a vision of the future with the world [10]. Inspired by the mission, the D2EcoSys project empowers such co-creation and mainly seeks how promising network technologies can contribute to co-creating a digital replica city.

Our idea is based on participatory sensing [11], [12], also known as cloud sourcing. As shown in Fig. 1, city dwellers could help collect the city’s information on their own devices and provide the collected data for creating and updating digital twins. The city dwellers could be data providers and sell their collected data to city service providers.

Every city information, including 3D city model and “live” city activities, must be collected to build an up-to-date digital replica city. Road/street monitoring, air quality monitoring, and wireless signal map are straightforward examples of city activity monitoring. Recently, the latest 3D point cloud map is also important to realize self-driving car/robot services. A 3D point cloud map is used for localization and mapping. These services could be indispensable for the future of smart cities.

It takes high cost when service providers or city administrators are responsible for sensing all city activities. The required sensing devices and data processing services are diverse to recognize the activities. It may be possible to provide limited services, but the service availability and coverage expansion still need to be investigated.

Therefore, participatory sensing is a practical solution to co-creating a digital replica city. In addition, the mechanism to involve various key players, such as data providers, service providers, and application developers, is essential to self-grow the digital replica city in terms of both time and space directions and city services, and values.

2.2 Problem Statement

Participatory sensing needs to be enhanced to realize our idea. The current participatory sensing contains the following issues:

1. **Centralized architecture**: All functionalities are concentrated in the cloud. Cloud has every responsibility, such as data storage, data processing, data accessibility, and data security. The centralized architecture invokes a single point of failure and load concentration. Scalability is limited.

2. **Incentive mechanism design**: There needs to be a concrete incentive mechanism to keep providing sensing data for dwellers. It requires an effective incentive mechanism to maintain the motivation of serving as a data provider.

3. **Data ownership**: The data ownership is delegated to service providers after providing the sensing data. Because the data can be managed and controlled by the service providers, they can limit the data accessibility or quit their services. This data governance leads to a barrier to data coordination and the creation of new services. In addition, it requires a privacy protection mechanism for dwellers.

Inspired by the former research efforts [13]–[15], the D2EcoSys project adopts a decentralized (or peer-to-peer based) participatory sensing to solve the above issues. Figure 2 shows an image describing the difference between centralized and decentralized participatory sensing. As shown
in the figure, the decentralized participatory sensing keeps storing the data (and copying the data if necessary) in the participant devices. The data is distrusted via a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) overlay network. We assume that distributed computing is also supported over the P2P networks. In other words, the participant devices provide processing capability as well as sensing capability. The decentralized system design could be practical to realize the project’s vision, as illustrated in Sect. 2.1.

2.3 Basic Requirements

In Sect. 2.3, we summarize the basic requirements of the co-creation of a digital twin based on decentralized participatory sensing as follows:

1. **Usability**: Zero-touch operation must be required because participants (or dwellers) are only sometimes familiar with ICT technologies. Once the participant registers the participatory sensing, all processes must be reliably and autonomously operated without complex configurations. Example processes are P2P network establishment, data and service discoveries, data and service distributions, data retrieval, and service invocation.

2. **Availability**: Effective incentive mechanisms must be required not to keep the participants but also to grow the participation (e.g., increase the number of participants, device types, and service types). Data and service reachability must be ensured. In the case of wireless P2P networks, the network topology might be changed dynamically because the peer nodes could quickly enter or break off the network (e.g., high churn rate) regardless of the participants’ intentions. This situation degrades the system’s availability.

3. **Reliability**: Data screening and data integrity must be required not to malfunction services and applications. Because the participants are only sometimes data scientists, they might perform a data poisoning attack (injecting the junk and poisoned data into the system) regardless of their intentions.

2.4 Our Approach

The D2EcoSys project set three work packages (WPs) to establish underlying technologies to meet the above requirements.

**WP 1: Zero touch network and service management**

This work package aims to establish a zero-touch network and service management technology to satisfy the requirements of usability and availability as described in Sect. 2.3. In WP 1, there are three tasks as follows:

- **Zero touch network and service invocation**: This task is to design and implement a zero-touch network and service invocation method using Information-Centric Networking (ICN) [16], [17] and cloud-native technology [18], such as container virtualization and container orchestration. For the early prototype, we proposed ICN-based Service Mesh [19] and introduce the proposed method in Sect. 3.

- **Efficient and flexible data and service discovery**: This task is to develop an efficient and flexible data and service discovery method for InterPlanetary File System (IPFS), a well-known P2P-based file-sharing system. We proposed KadRTT [20], [21] and successfully suppress the data discovery time compared to the original Kademlia [22] adopted in IPFS. KadRTT is introduced in Sect. 4.

- **Gamification-based incentive mechanism**: This task is to design the incentive mechanism using gamification, similar to the related work [24]. Contribution estimation and value distribution models are under development. These models will be implemented as a smart contract of blockchain. The very early gamification-based incentive model is proposed in [25]. The proposal uses a coalitional game to model a co-creative data transaction game focusing on the data consumer side.

**WP 2: Data reliability and availability management**

This work package aims to establish data reliability and availability management technologies to satisfy the reliability and availability requirements described in Sect. 2.3. In WP 2, there are three tasks as follows:

- **Data quality estimation and risk evaluation**: This task is to develop methods for estimating data quality and evaluating potential risk for judging whether input data is acceptable or not (e.g., junk or poisoned). Data screening is an essential pre-processing in machine-learning and deep-learning (AI) tasks to maintain model accuracy. If junk and poisoned data are contained in the AI training phase, the AI might not work as expected. The developing method in this task could contribute to ensuring the safety of AI usage.

- **Data falsification detection system using blockchain**: This task is to design and implement a data falsification detection system using blockchain. In addition to detecting junk and poisoned data, data falsification detection is essential to improve data reliability. The developing system adopts blockchain to ensure data immutability (or completeness) and to detect data falsification [26]. The system can handle both sensing data
and the AI model.

✓ Efficient data cache in wireless sensor networks: This task is to develop a mechanism that enables efficient data cache for ensuring data and service reachability in wireless P2P (or sensor) networks. The early prototype is developed as a wireless sensor node with an ICN-based content cache mechanism and several wireless interfaces, such as Wi-Fi, Local 5G, and IEEE 802.11ay-based millimeter communication [27]. The prototype is introduced in Sect. 5.

WP 3: Implementation and demonstration
This work package aims to implement and demonstrate the proposed prototype ecosystem at Kashiwa-no-ha smart city. In WP 3, there are three tasks as follows:

✓ System architecture and prototype: This task is to design a system architecture of the proposed ecosystem that integrates all underlying technologies described in WPs 1 and 2. In addition, this task is to implement the prototype system. We develop an intelligent 3D sensor system as the prototype system using a LiDAR sensor. We assume that the 3D sensor system is critical for creating a digital replica city.

✓ Testbed: This task is to create a testbed environment to demonstrate and validate the prototype. The testbed environment is being built at KOIL MOBILITY FIELD [28], a development and experiment field of robots in Kashiwa-no-ha smart city. In KOIL MOBILITY FIELD, we will install wireless sensing nodes and self-standing smart poles to establish ground and air wireless mesh network environments. The early-developed testbed is demonstrated in Sect. 5.

✓ Demonstration: This task is to demonstrate the prototype of the ecosystem on the testbed and evaluate the performance of the ecosystem, including co-creation capability.

3. ICN-Based Service Mesh

This section introduces the proposed ICN-based service mesh. The content is an edited version of our paper [19]. The entire content is found in the original paper [19].

3.1 Objective

The ICN-based service mesh offers a name-based service invocation mechanism for autonomous network and service creation. Although a cloud-native approach and microservice architecture can create an ultra-flexible system and application, system development and management have become increasingly complicated. Autonomous management is an indispensable capability to reduce the burdens of developers and operators. Container-based network function virtualization and orchestration is a promising approach to realizing autonomy.

It is mandatory to shift from connectivity-based networking to "service/information"-centric networking. Native container-based network functions offer only host-based network connectivity among container-based functions in terms of networking. The host-based connectivity needs mechanisms, such as controller and function discovery, for autonomous networking and management. The centralized architecture has a scalable issue to support dynamic in-network computing and network-wide distributed computing. Controller and function discovery capabilities should shift from the application layer into the network layer (i.e., in-networking approach).

Based on this motivation, we proposed and developed the ICN-based service mesh. By inspiring the former research efforts regarding ICN-based Service Function Chain (SFC) [29]–[34], we design and implement the ICN-SFC capability as a middleware and offer the “information-centric service mesh” to all containerized functions. We implement the service mesh using Cefore and Cefpyco [35], one of the CCNx software implementations developed by NICT in Japan.

We design the information-centric service mesh using an ambassador container style [36]. The ambassador container style brings us to decoupling sub-functionalities, such as networking capability, from the service functions. The sub-functionalities are implemented in the ambassador container and proxy a network connection instead of the service function. Based on the implementation design, we newly designed a function chain handling container (Chain Handler) to proxy the capability of ICN-SFC. The detailed explanations are referred to in the original paper [19].

3.2 Results

We demonstrated the performance of the information-centric service mesh. Figure 3 summarizes the service function chain models we adopt. We create a K8s cluster in our laboratory. The K8s cluster consists of one master node and eight worker nodes. Every data producer node publishes small images (approximately 15 KB), and all container-based functions transfer the input data (i.e., relay capability). We carry out 25 trials for each model.

Figure 4 shows the result of the average end-to-end
delay for six different chain models. From the results, the end-to-end delay increases as the number of hops of the chain increase, while the end-to-end delay changes little as the number of hops is the same. These results are reasonable and conclude that the information-centric service mesh works appropriately.

In the future, we will adopt more realistic functions regarding digital twin processing, such as point cloud streaming and processing, to validate the performance of the proposed service mesh. In addition, we integrate an efficient data and service discovery method, such as introduced in the next section, for efficient network and service management.

4. Name-Based Efficient Content Discovery for IPFS

This section introduces name-based efficient content discovery for IPFS. The content is an edited version of our paper [20], [21]. The entire content is found in the original paper [20], [21].

4.1 Objective

InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) [37], which has been applied to distributed file sharing and blockchain applications, is a critical middleware for Web3.

In the sensor network over the P2P network, each sensing device can interact with each other to autonomously obtain the input data for processing IoT applications. However, there are several challenging issues: (i) each required data must be retrieved with low latency, and (ii) a flexible search query method, such as range and multi-attribute queries, must be implemented for practical use. Our method for resolving both (i) and (ii) assume to use IPFS. The next subsection presents a routing algorithm named "KadRTT" for resolving (i).

4.2 Query Target Selection

KadRTT [20] has three features: (i) RTT-based lookup guaranteeing the maximum overlay hop count does not exceed that of the original Kademia, (ii) the uniform ID arrangement for each k-bucket to shorten the initial ID distance to suppress the application hop count, and (iii) dynamic lookup parameter adjustment for minimizing the lookup latency. As for (i), CID be the target content ID, let \( p_{kad}^i \) be the peer ID in the k-bucket for Kademia, and let \( p_{RTT}^i \) be the peer ID in k-bucket for KadRTT, respectively.

If we define the ID distance between \( x \) and \( y \) as \( d(x, y) \), the following relationship holds for KadRTT.

\[
\log \left( d \left( p_{RTT}^i, CID \right) \right) - \log \left( d \left( p_{kad}^i, CID \right) \right) < 1
\]

where we assume that \( p_{RTT}^i \) has a smaller RTT with the client than \( p_{kad}^i \), but the ID distance between \( p_{RTT}^i \) and CID is larger than the one between \( p_{kad}^i \) and CID, because Kademia attempts to select the nearest peer ID from CID in the k-bucket for each content lookup. However, if Eq. (1) holds, this means that selecting \( p_{RTT}^i \) in KadRTT as the next lookup target leads to equalize the upper bound of the application hop count as Kademia. As a result, the lookup latency in KadRTT is made smaller by the difference of RTT for each lookup.

4.3 Uniform ID Arrangement in Routing Table

The second characteristic of KadRTT, i.e., (ii), is shown in Fig. 5. The variance in terms of the peer ID for each bucket is reduced by swapping an existing peer ID (\( p_{old} \)) with a new peer ID (\( p_{new} \)) during the lookup procedures. During lookup procedures, if the ID variance is reduced by swapping \( p_{old} \) with \( p_{new} \) and \( RTT(p_x, p_{new}) < RTT(p_x, p_{old}) \), \( p_{old} \) is discarded and \( p_{new} \) is added to the k-bucket, where \( p_x \) is a client peer and \( RTT(x, y) \) is the round trip time from peer \( x \) to \( y \). As a result, it is expected that the initial ID distance
can be shorter than that of original Kademlia.

4.4 Lookup Parameter Optimization

Since a swapping procedure is triggered when the bucket is full, the time required to reach the state depends on each k-bucket size, i.e., $k$, and the lookup query arrival rate. Thus, we consider that the time duration until the k-bucket is full affects the lookup latency. The lookup concurrency, i.e., $\alpha$, affects the total lookup latency as well as the number of sent queries. Since a client peer sends $\alpha$ lookup queries simultaneously, the maximum lookup iteration count per bucket is $\lceil \frac{T}{\lambda} \rceil$. If $\alpha$ is smaller, the maximum iteration count increases, i.e., the worst lookup latency can be larger. By contrast, if $\alpha$ is larger, the worst lookup latency can be smaller, but more lookup messages must be exchanged. Consequently, the available bandwidth for each peer can be degraded. Optimizing $\alpha$ leads to the improvement of the lookup latency, and the number of next hops (next candidates), i.e., $\beta$, presents similar characteristics as $\alpha$. Thus, $k$, $\alpha$, and $\beta$ must be appropriately adjusted according to the network conditions such as the iteration count, and the message arrival rate.

Firstly, we present the optimal value for $k$, i.e., the number of k-bucket. It is derived from the upper bound for the lookup latency and let the optimal value for $k$ as $k_{opt}$. Subsequently, the optimal values for both $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are derived using $k_{opt}$.

Figure 6 shows an k-bucket state at $t$ in KadRTT. In this figure, the nearest ID distance from CID at $t$ is bounded by the expected lookup latency at time $t$.

If we define $T_{kadRTT}^{LT}(t)$ as $T_{kadRTT}^{LT}(t)$, it is defined as follows:

$$T_{kadRTT}^{LT}(t) \leq k \rho_{ave}^{kad} \log \left( \frac{\lambda k e^{-1} 2^r}{k} \right) = T_{kadRTT}^{LT}(t) \leq k \rho_{ave}^{kad} \log \left( \frac{\lambda k e^{-1} 2^r}{k} \right)$$

In particular, since it is necessary that only one iteration is required to minimize the lookup latency, the lookup latency per iteration $T_{kadRTT}^{LT}(r, 1)$ is as follows:

$$T_{kadRTT}^{LT}(r, 1) = \rho_{ave}^{kad} \log \left( \frac{\lambda k e^{-1} 2^r}{k} \right)$$

In Eq. (3), the solution to $k$ when $T_{kadRTT}^{LT}(r, 1)$ takes positive and minimum values as

$$k_{opt}(r) = \left[ \frac{-W(-2^r e^{-1} \log e \lambda)}{\log e \lambda} \right]$$

In this section, we derive the optimal lookup concurrency, $\alpha$, and the number of next hops (next candidates), $\beta$, using the expected number of iterations. In the previous section, we set the number of iterations to one to derive $k_{opt}(r)$ in Eq. (4) as the ideal condition. However, Eq. (3) does not contain either $\alpha$ or $\beta$. Thus, the expected number of iterations using both $\alpha$ and $\beta$ is necessary to derive their optimal values. If we define the expected number of iterations as $E_{ave}(\alpha, \beta, k)$ can then be rewritten as

$$T_{kadRTT}^{LT}(r) = \rho_{ave}^{kad} E_{ave}(\alpha, \beta, k) \log \left( \frac{\lambda k e^{-1} 2^r}{k} \right)$$

We then obtain $\alpha(r)$ and $\beta(r)$ when the number of lookup iteration is within only one, as follows:

$$\alpha(r) = \left\lfloor \frac{|PL|}{2k_{opt}(r) \log e (1 - P_{query}(r))} \times \left( \frac{2}{k_{opt}(r)} \right)^2 \log e (1 - P_{query}(r)) \right\rfloor$$

$$\beta(r) = \left\lfloor \frac{|PL|}{2k_{opt}(r) \log e (1 - P_{query}(r))} \times \left( \frac{2}{k_{opt}(r)} \right)^2 \log e (1 - P_{query}(r)) \right\rfloor$$

where $|PL|$ is the pool size, that is maintained during the lookup procedures for each peer, and function $W$ is the Lambert $W$ function. The pool contains the set of peer IDs returned from queried peers, i.e., the set of next hops.

Figure 7 shows how each peer updates those parameters. First, a peer attempts to update $k_{opt}(r)$, $\alpha(r)$, and $\beta(r)$ for every k-bucket index $r$. For each k-bucket index $r$, in Eq. (4), we derive $k_{opt}(r)$ using the current lookup message arrival rate in a predefined time interval. Although the time interval should be determined according to the assumed network load and scale, this is beyond the scope of this study. Subsequently, both $\alpha(r)$, and $\beta(r)$ are updated using $k_{opt}(r)$.

4.5 Comparison in Real Implementation

We conducted comparisons by testground [38], that can emulate peer-to-peer networks using containers as well as processes. We implemented both KadRTT and KadRTT2 using the libp2p implementation [39], then we containerized each peer on Amazon EKS (Elastic Kubernetes Service). In total we run 300–1200 containers, i.e., peers on EKS on 30 VMs with “C5.2xLarge” instance type. The comparison
targets are “kad-dht”, which is a libp2p implementation for Kademlia. In particular, we implemented both KadRTT and KadRTT2 as libp2p implementations, which is available at [40]. The comparison metrics are the mean lookup latency, the content hit probability, and the number of lookup queries, that are obtained from log files in testground.

Table 1 shows the setup parameter in testground. As a preliminary experiment, we set the number of peers (dockerized containers) to be up to 1200, and \((k, \alpha, \beta) = (20, 10, 10)\), that is the same as the actual IPFS default values for kad-dht and KadRTT.

Table 2 shows the comparison results, where KadRTT2 outperforms others in terms of the lookup latency. The content hit probability among KadRTT and KadRTT2 is almost the same, and the number of lookup queries of KadRTT2 is slightly larger than that of KadRTT. From these results, KadRTT2, i.e., parameter optimization can contribute to reducing the lookup latency, while there is room for reducing the number of lookup queries.

The lookup parameter optimization as KadRTT2 presents an improved performance than KadRTT in real implementation in this limited network scale. The reason that the increase of exchanged messages in KadRTT2 is due to both \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) derived by our proposal. In the future, we investigate how such increases affect the actual content downloading performance.

5. Testbed Environment

This section introduces our testbed environment for the project. We are developing the testbed in KOIL MOBILITY FIELD (KMF) [28] at Kashiwa-no-ha smart city. KMF is known as a test field for robot development and performance validations. The field has a circuit course for testing self-driving micro mobilites. In addition, the field is available for wireless communications, such as Wi-Fi, 5G/Local 5G, and even 60 GHz millimeter wireless mesh networks. The 60GHz wireless mesh network is based on IEEE 802.11ay and standardized by Meta, called “Terragraph [41].” A detailed explanation of the Terragraph is referred to [41]. According to [41], Terragraph is available on a wireless Gbps network, and 60GHz wave reaches near to 1km if the sky is clear and there are no obstacles (Line of Sight (LOS) environment).

Terragraph can establish private Gbps-class wireless “mesh” networks. Terragraph can quickly expand wireless network coverage to add an Access Point (AP) similar to Wi-Fi. This capability could be beneficial to support a network infrastructure for co-creating a city-level digital twin. A Gbps-class mesh network could help streaming 3D city models and 3D point clouds. The data size of the 3D model usually has over GB.

Based on this motivation, we are developing the testbed in KMF. An overview image of the testbed is shown in Fig. 8. As shown in the figure, we will install wireless sensing nodes and self-standing smart poles to establish ground and air wireless mesh network environments. In addition, the testbed is connected to the Internet, so we can remotely access the testbed, and the testbed can connect with clouds and other experiment fields.

5.1 60 GHz Millimeter Wireless Mesh Network

This subsection demonstrates the performance of a 60GHz
millimeter wireless mesh network. As described in the previous section, the 60 GHz wireless mesh network has already been deployed in KMF and opened as mmWave Lab@Kashiwa-no-ha [42]. The network topology is shown in Fig. 9. The wireless mesh network consists of three types of AP of Terragraph: Distributed Node (DN), Client Node (CN), and Point to Presence (POP) node. DN can establish a Terragraph’s mesh network, and CN is an endpoint of the mesh network and can connect to the other devices via ethernet. POP serves as a gateway of the mesh network.

We newly installed seven Mini PCs as network nodes in KMF, and each Mini PC is connected to each DN or CN via ethernet. A snapshot of the installation of the Mini PC is shown in Fig. 10, and the location of installations of Mini PCs is listed in Table 3. We implemented a network monitoring tool using iPerf3, PyPing, and Grafana. The monitoring tool is installed on the Mini PCs and has the capability of transmitting CUBIC-TCP flows and ICMP packets to each Mini PC for measurement of network bandwidth and latency.

We have been monitoring the performance of the wireless mesh networks since the end of March 2023. The performance is almost stable during the monitoring, even if heavy rainy days. The monitoring results show that the network bandwidth between DNs is approximately 930 Mbps, and between CN and DN is approximately 750 Mbps. The latency is around 3 ms regardless of the wireless links. A snapshot of the Grafana dashboard of our monitoring system is shown in Fig. 11.
5.2 ICN-Based Wireless Sensor Network Testbed

This subsection introduces the prototype ICN-based wireless sensor network testbed. Although we have a plan for the prototype installed in KMF, this subsection only explains an early-stage prototype and shows the unit testing results. The content is an edited version of our paper [27]. The entire content is found in the original paper [27].

In typical smart-city frameworks, sensor nodes (SNs) are directly connected to cloud servers to centralize sensing data. These frameworks have a structural issue, such as address-based networks on standard protocols creating a potential bottleneck for handling dynamic wireless data transmissions. In particular, when data retrieval, heavy address-based queries cause serious protocol overheads, and wireless forwarding may lead to extra network congestion and frame collisions. An ICN is a promising content-oriented network model to address the above issues as a similar motivation discussed in Sect. 3. ICN focuses on content rather than connectivity, i.e., it natively supports naming-based routing and in-network caching. The end-users in WSN systems are also interested in the data regardless of its location, so it makes sense to combine ICN with WSNs in what are known as information-centric wireless sensor networks (ICWSNs) [42].

ICWSNs can boost the effectiveness of data collection, delivery, and discovery thanks to regional caching and the cooperation of nodes. Specifically, any node can copy and store the caching data without receiving permission from the original publisher and reply to further requests without notifying the subscriber that the data has been provided from the cache memories. These features lead to a framework that is not only resource-efficient but also energy-efficient. Namely, the in-network caching scheme can efficiently handle the sensing data from unavailable nodes and minimize retrieval delay. A naming scheme can enable better data information management and an easy data-retrieval mechanism.

In our study [26], a testbed device was implemented for the on-site deployment of an ICWSN framework that could overcome the issues regarding long-term operation scenarios and outdoor environments. Figure 12 shows the prototype portable-unit-type testbed device that consists of Advantech AIR-020X (Six-core ARM v8.2 CPU, 8-GB RAM, Ubuntu 18.04 with Jet Pack OS) computer and peripheral devices. On the other hand, as a node supporting integrated ground-to-air ICWSNs, as shown in Fig. 12, the waterproof and anti-shock testbed device includes a single-board computer (Two-core 1.8GHz Intel Atom CPU, Ubuntu 20.04, and Intel AI and 4G/LTE cellular modules). In addition, it has a power supply from a three-cell lithium-ion battery, such as a power source to drive (aerial) vehicles.

Using these devices, for preliminary evaluation of the ICWSN system, we constructed a prototype network, as shown in Fig. 13. As shown in Fig. 14, we also conducted an experiment using Terragraph as the air interface for ICWSNs.

Note that Terragraph is an IEEE 802.11 ad/ay-compliant platform developed by Meta (Facebook) and has been successfully deployed by mobile operators and Internet service providers for the backhaul in wireless mesh networks. The experiment includes throughput at the TCP layer using iPerf3 and the ICN layer using Cefore. Figure 15 shows the average throughput and jitter for requesting 20 (different) data, where each data comprises five trials of retrieval. The results here indicate that the end-user can stably and efficiently obtain data that are a low-delay and high-throughput. Compared to the conventional frameworks, the proposed scheme can reliably obtain the data anytime and anywhere due to its pull-type retrieval mechanism and distributed caching scheme, as shown in Fig. 15. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 16, the results indicate that there was no significant throughput degradation depending on the distance between TG nodes, unlike that seen with IEEE 802.11 standards in Sub-6-GHz bands.
5.3 A Self-Standing Smart Pole for Creating Wireless Drone Mesh Network Testbed

This subsection introduces a self-standing smart pole to offer a wireless drone mesh network testbed. In addition, the subsection demonstrates the performance of actual air and ground wireless networks using the self-standing pole. The content is an edited version of our paper [43]. The entire content is found in the original paper [43].

To realize future smart cities, various services, such as delivery and monitoring tasks, should be provided using drones. D2EcoSys is expected to empower smart cities toward the safe and reliable provision of airspace. However, flying drones have various limitations while maintaining a drone network and communicating with each other owing to legal restrictions and ensuring safety for prototyping in real fields.

In this project, as a prototype of D2EcoSys, we have been developing a sensing system and its experiment environment based on the city airspace testbed (CAT) [43]. CAT is a portable testbed for deploying and implementing city services, including airspace, in real fields using self-standing smart poles. Figure 17 demonstrates the self-standing nature of our smart pole in an actual field. The self-standing smart pole in the currently developed version is approximately 8 meters long. It can stand and maintain its upright posture to cancel its tilt by the wind power generated by the eight rotors. Therefore, we can emulate hovering drones at any altitude by placing the experiment items as payloads at any height. In addition, the self-standing smart pole is relatively easy to keep safe compared with real drones, thereby physically supporting them even if an incident occurs.

We conducted wireless communication experiments using self-standing smart poles to develop a sensing system in D2EcoSys. In this experiment, we emulated hovering drones and ground nodes using self-standing smart poles and tripods. We assumed four types of communication scenarios to analyze the difference between the ground and airspace from the viewpoint of radio propagation: (1) ground-to-ground, (2) ground-to-air, (3) air-to-ground, and (4) air-to-air. The experiment was conducted in a multi-purpose court on the Omiya campus of the Shibaura Institute of Technology.

We used GL-AXT1800, which has IEEE~802.11ax (Wi-Fi6, 2.4 GHz band, and 573 Mbps in maximum), as the wireless communication device. In addition, we connected GL-AXT1800 to a Raspberry Pi 4 Model B (8 GB) via a LAN cable as the computational device. GL-AT1800 was mounted at 8 m on a smart pole as a payload to emulate hovering drones, and the Raspberry Pi was placed directly on the ground. To emulate the ground node, we fixed the device 1.5 meters above the ground using a tripod. In this experiment, we generated traffic for throughput measurements using iPerf installed in a Raspberry Pi. We adopted TCP CUBIC, and the TCP maximum segment size (MSS) was set to 1448 Bytes. We generated TCP traffic for the through-
In this paper, we introduced an overview of the D2EcoSys project: vision, problem statement, and approach to creating the ecosystem of a co-creation digital twin city with dwellers. The D2EcoSys project adopts decentralized (or Peer-to-Peer-based) participatory sensing to solve the three issues: centralized architecture, incentive mechanism design, and data ownership. These are contained in the previous participatory sensing. Our idea is to keep storing the data in the participant devices and distribute the data via P2P overlay networks. In addition, we assume that the participant devices also offer processing and sensing capabilities. Toward realizing the idea, we demonstrated the recent research results, such as ICN-based service mesh and Name-based efficient content discovery. In addition, we showed the developing testbed environment in KOIL MOBILITY FIELD at Kashiwa-no-ha smart city. The testbed environment can be available for ground and air wireless mesh networks using 60 GHz wireless networks and self-standing smart poles.

In the future, we will establish underlying technologies to meet our ecosystem’s requirements, implement the ecosystem’s prototype, and demonstrate its performances at Kashiwa-no-ha smart city.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced an overview of the D2EcoSys project: vision, problem statement, and approach to creating the ecosystem of a co-creation digital twin city with dwellers. The D2EcoSys project adopts decentralized (or Peer-to-Peer-based) participatory sensing to solve the three issues: centralized architecture, incentive mechanism design, and data ownership. These are contained in the previous participatory sensing. Our idea is to keep storing the data in the participant devices and distribute the data via P2P overlay networks. In addition, we assume that the participant devices also offer processing and sensing capabilities. Toward realizing the idea, we demonstrated the recent research results, such as ICN-based service mesh and Name-based efficient content discovery. In addition, we showed the developing testbed environment in KOIL MOBILITY FIELD at Kashiwa-no-ha smart city. The testbed environment can be available for ground and air wireless mesh networks using 60 GHz wireless networks and self-standing smart poles.

In the future, we will establish underlying technologies to meet our ecosystem’s requirements, implement the ecosystem’s prototype, and demonstrate its performances at Kashiwa-no-ha smart city.
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